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The Process
Understand ?  a problem well defined is half solved

- User Map
- Empathy Interview
- Chick Chat
- Move Cow 

Imagine ?  generating ideas and concepts to solve problems

- HMW
- Brainstorming
- Moo Finder

Prototype ? create for an idea or concept 

- Low-Res and High-Res

Validate ?  objective high resolution design testing (take it to the next level and get feedback)

- Four Pastures
- I like, I wish, I wonder

Launch ?  roll out the innovation and find out final results

- Launch Description



THE PROCESS



Object ives
What is this tool?

- A place for you and your teammates to come up with clear objectives for the project you are working on.

How do I use it?

- Use Post-it notes with your team to brainstorm team goals. Then, choose specific goals out of the ones 
you brainstormed to focus on for the project.

Why is it important?

- Making objectives is important because it helps to keep you on track, focused, and gives you an 
endpoint for the project. They also give you a way to determine success throughout the project.

Chick-fil-A?s Innovation Objectives:

- Shape a CULTURE of innovation that influences behavior and brings economic value to the business.
- Raise the innovation and design thinking COMPETENCY level of the organization



Object ives

Object ive 2

Object ive 2

Object ive 1



Group Norm s
What is this tool?

- This tool encourages you to brainstorm and develop team norms or a protocol list to describe how you 
and your team will be behaving and treating one another throughout the project.

How do I use it?

- Have everyone write down rules that they would want the team to follow during the project and then 
choose a few rules that work best for everyone. Then put the list up on a poster, online, or another 
accessible place where teammates can see them regularly.

Why is it important?

- Team norms help you and your team establish and set a standard at which your team will work.

CFA INNOVATION NORMS:

- Work Fast - move quickly and accomplish a lot
- Show Someone - have a bias towards action
- Embrace Risk - be bold, take risks, and be open to the unknown
- Work Together - be comfortable working with others
- Get Messy - be willing to experience messy situations
- Loosen Up - get comfortable and create a relaxed atmosphere with your team



Group Norm s:



Understand



A Problem  wel l  def ined is half-solved
Gat her

Listen to the voices of the customer, operator, 
marketplace, and stake holders.

Exami ne

Clearly articulate your problem or opportunity.

I Wonder

Understand



User Map
What is this tool?

- The user map helps to pinpoint who your users are. Identify and categorize your users into Extreme (the 
individual or group you are focusing on), Direct (your main users), Fringe (your secondary users), and 
Mass (your outer users or community)

How do I use it?

- Use post-it notes to identify who your users are and categorize them into Extreme, Direct, Fringe, and 
Mass users. Use one post-it per user to easily adjust them later.

Why is it important?

- The user map helps to focus you on who you are creating a product for and who your product will impact.

Keep the FOUR VOICES in mind: 

- The Customer: The clearest voice; although they may not not be able to clearly articulate what they want, 
they will always be able to tell you if you're going off track 

- The Operator: the operator agreement to make sure the team is on the same page 
- The Marketplace: others in the business world 
- The Stakeholders: key leaders within the company



Ext reme

Direct

Fr inge

Mass

User Map

Understand



Em pathy In terview

Understand

What is this tool?

- This tool provides a way to learn about your user by starting with questions.

How do I use it?

- Grab a set of Post-it notes and begin to develop questions that are story-provoking and bring out more 
than a one word answer. After developing questions, go interview your users and jot down notes. You will 
use the second interview to dive deeper with a topic your user mentioned in the first interview.

- Question Examples:
- A good example would be: ?Tell me a story about your favorite experience at a Chick-fil-A 

restaurant." Why is the experience important?
- A bad example would be: ?Do you enjoy going to Chick-fil-A?? 

Why is it important?

- This tool helps you get to know your user in order to better understand what they need and what your end 
goal should be.



Em pathy In terview

Interview 1: Interview 2:

Understand



Chick Chat

Understand

What is this tool?

- Chick Chat is a tool that lets you unpack your Empathy Interviews and pinpoint specific things your user 
said that would help you create the best final design. These points are typically in the intersection 
between what bugs and inspires people.

How do I use it?

- Use post-it notes in order to identify and separate your users? inspirations and bugs found through the 
interviews. Then choose an inspiration and a bug and find a few common threads between all of the 
interviews.

Why is it important?

- You will use what you have found through your interviews in order to identify the exact problem you will 
be solving for throughout your work. This helps give you and your team a guide and a goal for the entire 
project. 



Chick Chat What bugs your user?

What inspires your user?

Understand



Move Cow

Understand

What is this tool?

- The Move Cow is a feedback tool to help unpack more about who your user is and what you got out of the 
interview. 

How do I use it?

- Grab some Post-its and answer the questions: 
- Who did you meet: unpack the specific characteristics about your user
- What blew your mind: what about the story they told resonated with you? 
- What if: what if [your user's name] had a way to [insert solution] because [insert current 

problem].

Why is it important?

- By understanding what you thought was important in the interview as well as understanding what about 
the user resonated with you, you can begin to piece together what would fit what the user wants and 
solve what they needs.



Move Cow

What if? What  blew your 
m ind?

Who did 
you meet?

Understand



Im agine



Generat ing ideas and concepts to 
solve a problem
Ideat e

Generate ideas, keeping in mind the principles of a 
Comfortable Atmosphere, Right People, Clear Focus, 
Energy Safety, and Time.

Exami ne

Truly "breakthrough solutions" have an element of risk.

I Thi nk

Im agine



How  Might We...

Im agine

What is this tool?

- A way to develop driving questions, design drivers, or common threads found in your unpacked interviews 
to guide your final product. 

How do I use it?

- Write down broad questions starting with ?How Might We?? that revolve around the problem you have 
identified.  A well framed HMW question  doesn?t suggest one solution, but leaves room for coming up 
with multiple.

- Examples:
- Good: ?How Might We create a fun and functional way for kids to have fun while their parents 

finish eating?? This includes multiple solutions (waterslide, playground, etc.)
- Bad: ?How Might We build a waterslide inside of Chick-fil-A?? Only one solution. 

Why is it important?

-  HMW questions help you come up with a frame for the problem you are solving for. They suggest that 
many solutions are possible and can be answered in a variety of ways. This helps to improve innovative 
thinking.



How  
Might 
We..... HMW...

HMW...

HMW...

Im agine



Brainstorm ing

Im agine

What is this tool?

- The first step to using this tool is identifying which HMWs you will be solving for. After, you will use this 
tool to start rapid fire produce ideas and solutions. It is important to be non judgemental and know that 
ANY idea is a good idea at this point. Anything that pops into your mind should go on paper.

How do I use it?

-  Grab a bunch of Post-its and begin to rapidly write one idea per Post-it. You can place them around the 
tool page in order to keep them organized and together.

Why is it important?

- Brainstorming gets all the ideas out in the open and visible for the team. Seeing them all together helps 
to narrow down a group of potential solutions.



Brainstorm ing

Customer
Desirable

Operator
Feasible

Financial
Viable

Im agine



Range Finder

Im agine

What is this tool?

- The Range Finder helps with the organization of the ideas you just generated. It helps you think about 
your goals and what you can accomplish at the moment as opposed to what you should begin to think 
about in the future. 

How do I use it?

- Grab Post-its from your brainstorming session and categorize them based on how possible and relevant 
they are right now. If the idea is very plausible and can happen immediately, or in the course of your 
immediate project, then it should go in the ?In the Pasture? category. If it is something that is a slight 
stretch of your resources and capabilities, then it should go in the ?Beyond the Fence? category. If it is 
something that would take a long time to produce, then it should go in the ?Over the Moon? category.

Why is it important?

- The Range Finder gives you perspective on your goals and just exactly what your team is going to be able 
to accomplish. It helps your team discuss what they think they are going to be able to accomplish right 
now as opposed to later on in the future of the brief.



Range Finder:

 
 

 

 

Im agine



Prototype



Put t ing form  around and idea or concept
Develop

What does your Low Resolution prototype look like?

Ref i ne

What about your High Resolution prototype?

I See

Prototype



Low  Res vs. High Res

Prototype

What is this tool?

- This tool helps you get ready for prototyping by explaining the significance between high resolution and 
low resolution prototypes. The low resolution product should be made using cheap materials, while the 
higher resolution product should be made with better materials and be more detailed.

How do I use it?

- Begin either with creating a low res physical product or a storyboard of what your product looks like and 
how it functions. After receiving feedback on your prototype, create a high res prototype of your product.

Why is it important? 

- Doing a low-resolution and a high-resolution prototype helps to get a physical version of your idea out, 
and the higher resolution would bring a better understanding of how that idea would work.



Low -Res Egg:High-Res Rooster:
A chicken com es f rom  an egg.

Prototype



Validate



Test ing high resolut ion designs w ith 
object ivity
Tes t

Test to see if your product matches with the 
requirements of a Dedicated Leader, a Cross-Functional 
Team, an Adequate Budget, and a Reasonable 
Schedule.

Analyze

Analyze how well your product fits to your objective.

I Know

Validate



Four Pastures

Validate

What is this tool?

- Four Pastures utilizes four sections, ?Things I like the most,? ?Things that can be improved,? Things I 
don?t understand,? and ?New ideas to consider,? to help facilitate feedback for your prototypes.

How do I use it?

- Have the person you want feedback from fill out the four sections on post-its with their thoughts and 
feedback.

Why is it important?

- Getting feedback is a step to improving your product and finding out what needs to be improved before 
the final launch.



Four Pastures

Things I don't  understand:

Things I l ike the MOST:

New Ideas to Consider:

Things that  can be improved:

Validate



I Like, I W ish, I Wonder

Validate

What is this tool?

- I Like, I Wish, I Wonder helps to facilitate feedback from your team on your prototypes through 
categorizing it.

How do I use it?

- Grab some Post-it notes and go around the room and discuss what you like, wish and wonder about your 
product. What improvements would you like to see? 

Why is it important?

- Feedback is important to your product, so don?t be afraid to speak your mind and really say what you 
think. 



I Like I Wish I Wonder

Validate



Launch



Launch
Roll  out  f inished solut ion in real t ime 
and space
Release

The scale is wider. The emotion is higher. The stage is 
bigger. The result is multiplied.

Improve

Determine who owns maintenance and improvements. 
What else can you improve too?

I Know



Rocket Launch

Launch

What is this tool?

- Rocket Launch helps answer the questions: ?What do we need to improve?? ?How are we releasing our 
product?? and ?Is the product ready to launch??

How do I use it?

- Let this page guide your team in collectively making decisions about the launch of your product. Are you 
ready to release your product? Need to make any last touches?

Why is it important?

- Rocket Launch will help with the final organization of the product and will help to more smoothly launch 
the product into the world.



Rocket Launch!

Im prove

Release

Launch

Launch



Created by Innovat ion 

Diplom a Students
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The Range Finder helps with the organization of the ideas you just generated. It helps you think about your goals 
and what you can accomplish at the moment as opposed to what you should begin to think about in the future.

Range Finder

Grab Post-it's from your brainstorming session and categorize them based on how possible and relevant they 
are right now. If the idea is very plausible and can happen immediately, or in the course of your immediate 
project,, then it should go in the ?In the Pasture? category. If it is something that is a slight stretch of your 
resources and capabilities, then it should go in the ?Beyond the Fence?. If it is something that would take a long 
time to produce, then it should go in the ?Over the Moon? category.

The Range Finder gives you perspective on your goals and just exactly what your team is going to be able to 
accomplish. It helps your team discuss what they think they are going to be able to accomplish right now as 
opposed to later on in the future of the brief.

What ?

How ?

Why?

Pro Tip: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, 
sed diam nonumy eirmod dolore magna aliquyam eIm agine

6:00



The Range Finder helps with the organization of the ideas you just generated. It helps you think about your 
goals and what you can accomplish at the moment as opposed to what you should begin to think about in 

Range Finder

Grab Post-it's from your brainstorming session and categorize them based on how possible and relevant they 
are right now. If the idea is very plausible and can happen immediately, or in the course of your immediate 
project,, then it should go in the ?In the Pasture? category. If it is something that is a slight stretch of your 
resources and capabilities, then it should go in the ?Beyond the Fence?. If it is something that would take a 
long time to produce, then it should go in the ?Over the Moon? category.

The Range Finder gives you perspective on your goals and just exactly what your team is going to be able to 
accomplish. It helps your team discuss what they think they are going to be able to accomplish right now as 
opposed to later on in the future of the brief.

What ?

How ?

Why?

Pro Tip: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, 
sed diam nonumy eirmod dolore magna aliquyam eIm agine

6:00



Range Finder:

 
 

 

 

Im agine
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A Problem  wel l  def ined is half-solved

Gather

Listen to the voices of the customer, operator, 
marketplace, and stake holders.

Exam ine

Clearly articulate your problem or opportunity.



Im
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e

Generat ing Ideas and Concepts to solve a Problem

Ideate

Generate Ideas, keeping in mind the principles of a 
comfortable atmosphere, right people, clear focus, 
energy safety, and time. 

Exam ine

Truly "breakthrough solutions" have an element of risk.
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Put t ing Form  around the Idea or Concept

Develop

What does your low resolution prototype look 
like?

Ref ine

What about your high resolution prototype?
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Test ing high resolut ion designs w ith Object ivity

Test

Test to see if your product matches the requirements of a 
dedicated leader, a cross-functional team, an adequate 
budget, and a reasonable schedule. 

Analyze

Analyze how well your product fits to your objective
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ch

Roll  out  the f inished solut ion in real t ime and space

Release

The scale is wider. The emotion is higher. The 
stage is bigger. The result is multiplied. 

Improve

Determine who owns maintinance and 
improvements. What else can you improve too?


